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Dear Apostle,
REVIEW OF OUTSTANDING ISSUES

At this juncture, The FORUM deems it appropriate to revisit the status of some of the issues that are
being pursued with Head Office, especially the cases involving the controversial removal from office of
certain officers:

I.

FORMER PRIEST K SNETL

It is noted that there has been no response to date to The FORUM's representations of 16 April
2010 on behalf of the former Priest Snell, requesting an amicable resolution of the issue.
However, he has now decided to refer his matter for legal action in order to obtain a satisfactory
result. The FORUM also notes that it is Windsor Park that is again highlighted in a case of

alleged unfair treatment against a person of colour. lt is also significant to note that this
community was the former neighbourhood and area of jurisdiction of the Apostle van Tonder
during his days as Overseer. Currently, it resorts under an overseer who also happens to be the
Regional Secretary for the Western Cape.

lt is common knowledge that this traditionally white
suburb has always been regarded as a socio-politically conservative area, which sets the task for
senior officers of the Old Apostolic Church to be more circumspect in its management of race
relations. Being closely associated with this obvious trouble spot, it would be expected of the
two current top executives in the province to be especially concerned about the implications
thereof for their personal credibility, as well as that of the offices they hold. The fact that there
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are other similar court cases from the same congregation pending against the leadership of the
Church, suggests that the relevant senior officers, as well as Head Office, are not capable of

resolving race issues through mediation and conciliation. Therefore, The FORUM has to
reiterate its perennial stance that the best interests of the Church in the Western Cape are not
being served by the current administration at Sonstraal Heights. Consequently, it has resolved
to give its full support to former Priest Snell in his new endeavour. lt is regrettable that the

be a visit to Cape Town by a
high powered legal team mandated by the Apostle Willem Scholtz out of church funds.

standard reaction from Head Office in matters like these seems to

Religious principles for peaceful resolution of internal conflict seem to have been abandoned.
FORMER PRIEST FJ SEPTEMBER

Another Windsor Park issue that has been referred for legal action (Equality Court, Bellville). lt
is noted that no formal attempts by Management have been made so far to resolve the issue.
However, senior officers have been dispatched to visit him to inquire about The FORUM, as well

as his alleged involvement in negative publicity in the newspapers regarding the

OAC

Management. ln another interesting development, he recently had an unscheduled visit at his
residence from the Evangelist Hermanus Hanekom, ostensibly to invite him to resume
attendance of church services. He found it peculiar that an evangelist would visit a brother
regarding a matter that is the responsibility of a priest. lt instantly became clear that Hanekom
was on a fishing expedition. lt turned out to be a pretext to acquire information about
September's knowledge of future court challenges. The FORUM has been alerted to the fact that
Hanekom is a chartered accountant who also signs off on the Church's audited financial reports.
Hence, his interest in potential legal action against the administration. lt will be recalled that

September referred his matter to the Apostolate and that the Apostle Scholtz supported the
decision by the Apostle van Tonder to remove him from the priesthood. All the
abovementioned officers will now have an opportunity to account for their actions in court.
FORMER PRIEST G TRIMM

His removal from office culminated in the Apostle Scholtz's appointment of a sub-committee

comprising the Apostles Courtney Smit and Victor Modise, who flew down to Cape Town,
supposedly to record evidence relating to his and Sister Adams's grievances. Although Trimm
explained to the sub-committee how he was removed from office, they were actually more
concerned about his insights regarding alleged misdemeanours by management at the OAC
Head Office Western Cape. No response was received after the meeting with regard to his
removal from office, following which his matter was referred to the Equality Court in Bellville
where allthe officers involved would be expected to appear.
FORMER EVANGELIST R JOUBERT

Another Windsor Park incident that has also found its way to the Equality Court. Following an
unresolved issue of conflict with a (white) Overseer, he approached the now retired Apostle
Pieter Swartz and informed him that he wished to take legal action against one of the officers
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under his jurisdiction. The Apostle advised him that his chances would be better if he
relinquished his office first. He followed this advice from his vessel of blessing, but when he tried
to speak to him again, the Apostle avoided him. Swartz ignored several other attempts by
Joubert to speak to him. Joubert wanted, inter alia, to remind him of his famous undertaking
to officers: "dat hy sal kruip ter wille van n siel". After several further unsuccessful attempts,
Joubert faxed a letter to the Apostle Samuels, informing him that he was taking the matter
further. This elicited a response from the Apostle van Tonder, who called him and informed
him that he would resolved matters. Also, that he would arrange with Swartz to meet him.
Nothing of the sort happened and Joubert proceeded to refer the matter to the Equality Court.
COMMENT

the list of unresolved cases of conflict is indicative of an apparent
inability by Church management to address conflict resolution. The apparent unbridled throwing
of good money (church/public funds) after bad policies (lawyers) is not a prudent and
sustainable way of managing affairs and securing church assets. This sad state of affairs again
highlights The FORUM's unequivocal stand that the best interests of the Church are not being
served by the current administration. Constant reliance on the expertise of expensive high
powered law firms cannot be a substitute for the more permanent and credible institution of
the necessary regulatory structures in the administration of the Church to deal with conciliation,
mediation and arbitration. Members of the Apostolate and other senior executives are paid
high salaries to safeguard the best interests of the Church. Maybe the time has arrived for a
look at performance management to see whether the size of pay cheques are justified. lf there
is no improvement soon in this area, it would be immoral, if not criminal, to further delay the
overhaul of the constitution of the Church in order to effect the required remedial actions. The
FORUM is adamant about one thing: the leaking tap of apparent liberal spending of church
funds has to be fixed soon.
The retention of the services of the administration in the Western Cape can no longer be
condoned. The church coffers need a break. The over reliance on legal support from the outfit of
the Apostle Scholtz {Johannesburg) to bail them out every time cannot be condoned either. This
seems to be the only response by Sonstraal Heights to normal requests about the resolution of
issues. By now, Johannesburg should also have come up with a solution to the challenges
confronting the Western Cape. lt is clear that the load of petitions to Head Office is not going to
abate. Members are not scared anymore to take on Head Office, because the legal and
constitutional landscape in the country have changed and top management everywhere are no
longer untouchable. Ordinary people have rights and greater austerity as far as the
management of public funds is concerned is a national priority. Although The FORUM has no
wish to involve itself directly in litigation processes, it reserves the right to lend moral support to
incumbents and to act as watchdog and voice for the afflicted and the disenfranchised masses in
Regardless of the outcome,

the Church.
The time is also long overdue for the church management to deal with the issue of racism in the

structures of the Church. Windsor Park seems to have distinguished itself as a cauldron of race
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problems in the Western Cape. Now, if

the two senior

executives at Sonstraal Heights are not
capable of realizing the significance of the correlation between their personal woes in Windsor
Park and their apparent inability to resolve race issues in the administration of the Church

throughout the province, then The FORUM and most other concerned members of the Church
are vindicated by their call for a new management team in Durbanville. lt is incumbent upon
management in the province to be adequately equipped to deal with claims of racist practices in
the Church. Therefore, it is crucial that the credentials of the'current generation of managers be

scrutinized in order

to ensure a successful outcome. lt is no idle threat that The

FORUM is

considering a class action in this regard soon.

Central to a turn-around strategy for reform and restructuring of the administration of the
Church has to be a drastic overhaul of the current system where Head Office and all the
Regional Head Offices in South Africa are headed by white Afrikaner males. And this in the face
of a prevalent non-white majority everywhere. These are political realities with wide-ranging
implications for organizations such as The Old Apostolic Church. The Apostolate may also be
accused of hiding behind the veil of religion to escape complying with labour legislation in the

workplace. lt is noted that there are no attempts at accommodating the principles and
structures of organized labour in the workplace. Apostles cannot be employers and employees
simultaneously - negotiating and writing their own salary cheques. This amounts to
management negotiating with management on behalf of themselves, followed by management
negotiating with management on behalf of the employees and ultimately management
themselves benefitting from the latter scenario because they are also employees. lf this was not
abuse and criminality in the extreme, it would have been very funny. As far as equity is
concerned, it should go beyond handpicking suitable non-whites for positions: what about the
appointment of women in top positions at Head Office? Overall, the present labour
establishment in the administration of the Church requires instant reform as it still seems to be
an odious hangover from the pre-1994 socio-political dispensation in the country. Apartheid
{white minority Afrikaner-male domination) as the official policy of the country is dead and
gone, and remnants of it can therefore not be tolerated in the administration of the Old
Apostolic Church of 2010. lt is also noted that the constitution of the church constrains
members of top management who are inclined to pursue an independent line of thought and
action when it comes to contentious issues. The perceived continued unwillingness of the
current management regime to accede to transparent, all-inclusive governance should
therefore also be viewed in criminal terms, for which a specific line of action would be required.
The FORUM also wishes to use this opportunity to register its concern about the apparent
absence of the necessary checks and balances to ensure fiscal prudence and sound
management at Head Office. ln the present economic climate, it would be comforting to know
that Head Office have in place measures that are in tune with the concerns of the National
Treasury. Unpalatable as it may sound, The FORUM is also seized with the issue of calling for a
review of the remuneration packages of the top leaders in the Church. An overhauled
constitution and restructured administrative architecture should result in a considerably scaled
down top management structure. The alleged exorbitant salaries and attendant benefits
allowed the apostles, while all other anointed officers are delivering work of commensurate
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output for no monetary reward, is a product from the pre-1994 era in South Africa that needs to
be reviewed. Times have changed and so have the administration of salary departments around
the world. There also appears to be reason to believe that closer scrutiny should be applied in
respect of the investment practices at Head Office regarding pension fund contributions,
payouts, etc., in order to obviate the prevalence of conflict of interest involving staff members.
Although these issues cannot be resolved overnight, there is no reason why the debate about
reform and restructuring in this regard cannot commence forthwith.
The abovementioned incidents and comments do not portray a positive perspective of the general

state of affairs in the administration of the Old Apostolic Church. Hence, the establishment of The
FORUM and its resolve to remain in place until signals emerge from Head Office that profound
change is on the way. The Church cannot be divorced {and neither be immune to) from the
developments in the rest of the country and the continent. lt is incumbent upon the current
generation of leaders in the Church to pave the way for the next generation, which will obviously be
better equipped, academically and othenivise. This point needs no further emphasis, as senior
officers (apostles included) can attest to the kind of pressures they are already being subjected to
from their own grown-up children. After all the ts" have been crossed and "i's" dotted, it should
be remembered that we are running a church, a religious institution. Therefore, our actions should
always be reminiscent of the gospel and docffine the Holy Spirit had mandated members of The Old
Apostolic Church to enact.

The FORUM wishes to take this opportunity to renew to Head Office its compliments and
commitment to the peaceful resolution of issues, as well as the assurance of goodwill and co-

operatid].-
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